Discrepancies and Notes
Vintage and Historical Division

Event: ____________________________ Date: ____________________
Boat Number: ______ Boat Name: ________________________________
Owner: __________________________ APBA Number: ____________

☐ Discrepancy Level 1 May run, Repair prior to Next Event
☐ Discrepancy Level 2 May NOT Run, Repair prior to next event
☐ Notes Things to keep an eye on as you run

Description of Discrepancy

Notes (non-binding)

Open
Inspector: ____________________________ APBA: ____________
Referee: ____________________________ APBA: ____________
Owner/Rep: __________________________ APBA: ____________

Discrepancy

Close
Inspector: ____________________________ APBA: ____________
Referee: ____________________________ APBA: ____________
Owner/Rep: __________________________ APBA: ____________
Date: ____________________________
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